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Sometimes, lest worse befall and to avoid scandal, sovereign.
a
Second, during most debasements, seigniorage
community tolerates dishonorable and evil things, likerates increased and revenues rose significantly. Third, both
brothels. Sometimes also, by necessity or convenience,old and new coins circulated side by side following debasevile business is tolerated, like money-changing, or evilments. Finally, old and new coins were valued in circulabusiness, like usury. But there seems to be no reasontion by their intrinsic content (circulation by weight) rather
on earth why so much gain should be allowed from al-than by their legal tender value (circulation by tale). This
teration of the coinage for profit.
last observation is well established for gold; silver seems
—Nicole Oresme1 to have circulated by weight in at least some instances.
In the medieval commodity money regime, only metal
When Henry VIII ascended to the throne of England in brought voluntarily to the mint was minted, and the mint
1509, £1 contained slightly less than 6.4 troy ounces of retained a fraction of the metal—a charge known as seipure silver. Starting in 1542, he began a series of debasements—reductions in the metal content of the currency—
that lasted until 1551 and became known as the Great
*This article is reprinted from the Journal of Economic History (December 1996,
vol. 56, no. 4, pp. 789-808). © The Economic History Association. Allrightsreserved.
Debasement. By the time Henry and his son, Edward VI, The
is reprinted with the permission of Cambridge University Press. Any reprostopped altering the coinage, £1 contained less than 1 ductionarticleor copying
of this material in any format, beyond single copying by an individfor personal use, mustfirst receive the written consent of Cambridge University
ounce of silver. During the Great Debasement, minting ac- ual
Press. The authors thank Gregory Clark, Philip Hoffman, Angela Redish, Kathryn Reytivity increased by a factor of 2.8, and the Crown raised erson,
Thomas Sargent, Bruce Smith, Neil Wallace, Randy Wright, and the seminar
at the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, Fordham University, Johns
a quarter of its revenues through the mint. This phenome- participants
Hopkins University, Southern Methodist University, and the University of Texas at
non was not unique to England. Between 1290 and 1450, Austin.
France experienced several episodes of large debasements
fWhen this article was written and originally published, Velde was a visitor in the
Research Department of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and an assistant proof its coinage, and each raised significant revenues.2
In this article, we show that the experiences of France fessor of economics at Johns Hopkins University.
t Weber is also an adjunct professor of economics at the University of Minnesota.
and England exhibit the following salient features. First,
!See Oresme 1956. The quote was translated by the authors.
debasements were accompanied by unusually large mint2Other countries, such as Spain, the Low Countries, and Italy, also underwent such
ing volumes that yielded unusually large revenues for the
episodes. See Hamilton 1936, Munro 1983, and Cipolla 1982.
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gniorage. In such a regime, large minting volumes following a debasement constitute a puzzle. Debasements are simply an opportunity offered to agents to voluntarily change
heavy coins into light ones. If coins are valued in circulation for their intrinsic content, then debasements can provide no additional incentive to bring metal to the mint. Yet,
debasements did in fact attract a lot of metal. The puzzle is
compounded by the fact that the charge for coining usually
increased considerably after a debasement.
Some have argued that the unusually large minting volumes following debasements are consistent with circulation by tale of all coins. This argument is troubling on both
the empirical and the theoretical levels. On the empirical
level, it is inconsistent with the fact that many coins circulated by weight. Furthermore, if it is posited that coins circulated by tale, then one would expect minting volumes
far larger than those that we document. On the theoretical
level, circulation by tale is an unsatisfactory argument because it merely replaces the debasement puzzle with another puzzle: Why would coins circulate by tale? No existing model of commodity money delivers circulation by
tale as an equilibrium outcome.
A variant of the circulation by tale argument is that
after a debasement, people brought in old coins for reminting to obtain increased purchasing power, because
prices did not adjust instantaneously. We present evidence
to show that the lag in prices was only a matter of weeks,
so that this explanation cannot account for large minting
volumes persisting for years after debasements occurred.
Another explanation which has been proposed for this
puzzle is that debasements provided debtors with an opportunity to reduce the real burden of their debt, even if
coins were valued for their intrinsic content in most other
transactions. This explanation suffers from a logical flaw,
since it does not explain why debtors and creditors could
not come to an arrangement and bypass the sovereign altogether.
We are therefore confronted with a modeling challenge:
How do we explain the rush to the mint following debasements? The solution may yield new insights into the reasons people use and hold money. To help solve the challenge, we have identified a number of salient features of
debasements. To those we add another fact: minting volumes following reinforcements (increases in the metal content of the currency) were also unusually large, about as
large as those following debasements. We think that, taken
together, these facts will a priori restrict the kind of models
that can solve the debasement puzzle.

We proceed as follows. Wefirst present a brief overview of medieval monetary institutions. Next we establish
the general features of debasements using evidence from
France and England. We then present the puzzle, critique
existing explanations, and state the challenge to monetary
theory.
Review of Medieval Monetary Institutions

During the Middle Ages, the monetary system in Europe
consisted of silver coins and, from the 13th century onward, gold coins. In France, small quantities of silver were
also alloyed with copper to produce billon, from which
small coinage (black, or petty, money) could be made in
a convenient size.
Coins were produced by mints. (See Saulcy 1879-92,
vol. 1, pp. vii-xvi; Blanchet and Dieudonne 1912-36, vol.
2, pp. 7-20; Spufford 1988a.) By the late 13th century, all
mints within a given political entity were under direct
control of the sovereign. The mints were run as businesses
by private entrepreneurs, who leased the physical plant
and capital equipment for fixed terms. Individuals (goldsmiths and moneychangers) could come to a counter at
the mint and deliver their metal (bullion, old coins, silverware, and goldware), and they would be paid back, within
a few weeks, in newly minted coins of the same metal
they brought in.3 They always received back lessfine metal than they brought in. Part of what was withheld by the
mint paid for production costs and was called brassage.
The rest was sent to the sovereign as profit, or tax, and was
called seigniorage.4 For convenience, we will use gross seigniorage for the sum of brassage and seigniorage.
A sovereign, when sending minting instructions to monetary officers, specified the characteristics of the coins to
be minted. A particular coin was defined by its type (that
is, the imprint it received during the mechanical process of
minting), its weight, and its fineness.
The legal tender value {LTV) of a coin is the official
number of units of account per coin set by the sovereign.
During the Middle Ages, the type did not bear any indication of legal value, but coins with different weight and
fineness usually had distinguishing features.
The mint equivalent {ME) of a coin at a given date is
the ratio of that coin's LTV to its silver or gold content, C.
'^Occasionally, the mint purchased silver bullion with gold coins, for example, from
1359 to 1360 and in 1420 in France.
4In most countries, sovereigns had progressively eliminated private mints, and by
the 14th century, the seigniorage tax was a monopoly profit.
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